Good Thinking. Features:

Brew Two Cups at Once – No more taking turns to make a morning cup. The Dual FlexBrew® Single-Serve Coffee Maker lets you brew two separate cups of coffee at the same time.

Maximum Brewing Flexibility – Brew the type of coffee you want. Whether it’s your favorite grounds or a single-serve variety, such as a K-Cup® pack, both types can be brewed on either side. Get your preferred taste by choosing between the regular or bold brew strength. You can also brew on one side for when you only want a single cup.

Simple to Use – Each side operates independently, so you can brew a single-serve pack on one side and ground coffee on the other. Place the single-serve pack into the holder – or grounds in the filter – add water, close lid and brew.

Adjustable Cup Rest – Both sides include a cup rest that easily adjusts to fit a variety of cup sizes, so you can enjoy your coffee at home or take a travel mug to go.

Recipe from our Kitchen

Raspberry Truffle Coffee

Ingredients
- 8 ounces brewed coffee
- 1 to 2 tablespoons (1/2 to 1 oz.) white chocolate or dark chocolate sauce
- 1 tablespoon (1 to 1-1/3 oz.) raspberry syrup
- Milk or cream to taste

Directions
1. Mix chocolate sauce with brewed coffee.
2. Add raspberry syrup and stir well.
3. Add milk or cream to taste, top with whipped cream.

* K-Cup® is a registered trademark of Keurig Inc. Use of the K-Cup® does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by Keurig Inc.